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Abstract

In situations where Bayesian networks (BN) inferenc-
ing approximation is allowable, we show how to reduce
the amount of sensory observations necessary and in a
multi-agent context the amount of agent communication. To
achieve this, we introduce Pseudo-Independence, a relaxed
independence relation that quantitatively differentiates the
various degrees of independence among nodes in a BN. We
combine Pseudo-Independence with Context-Specific Inde-
pendence to obtain a measure, Context-Specific Pseudo-
Independence (CSPI), that determines the amount of re-
quired data that needs to be used to infer within the error
bound. We then use a Conditional Probability Table-based
generation search process that utilize CSPI to determine
the minimal observation set. We present empirical results
to demonstrate that bounded approximate inference can be
made with fewer observations.

1. Introduction

Bayesian networks (BN) provide a quantitative represen-
tation of relations among variables based on degrees of their
dependence. However there are many independence rela-
tions such as context-specific independence [2] in Bayesian
networks that are not captured in inference using tradi-
tional algorithms. Variables that are actually independent
of each other are still involved in computing probabilities on
each variable and add unnecessary complexity to inference
tasks. There has been a long-term interest in approximat-
ing various inference tasks in BNs to reduce the complex-
ity [4, 6, 5]. One of the formal ways of reducing complexity
is to use independence relations not shown in the structure
in Bayesian networks. Given this extra information on in-
dependence, a bigger set of variables can be ignored during
inference without any loss of accuracy.

There has also been work on simplifying the reasoning
in BN by reducing the size of the network itself as in many
networks there are a lot of loose connections between vari-

ables (where disconnecting arcs do not significantly change
the relation among variables in most cases)[4]. We were
also interested in simplifying the network by disconnecting
arcs among these variables where it does not significantly
change the relation among variables. However, we have
found that the degree of dependency is contingent on the
context (i.e., values of observation variables) and many arcs
cannot be permanently deleted from the network without a
severe effect on the accuracy of inferencing.

Instead of altering the networks, we focus on reducing
the amount of information necessary for computing pos-
terior probabilities by exploiting weak dependence among
nodes where they usually only play a role in a limited con-
text of variables. We try to find a sufficient set of obser-
vations that make further observations unnecessary. Infor-
mation that makes other information irrelevant is depicted
as an independence relationship in BN. In particular, we
look at Context-Specific Independence [2] that formalizes
independence given posterior information. In addition, we
trade off the cost of inferencing against accuracy by defin-
ing Pseudo-Independence which bounds the error in rea-
soning. We combine Context-Specific Independence and
Pseudo-Independence and we model the minimum data re-
quirements problem as a search for these weak dependence
relations.

We formulate the problem of determining the minimum
data requirements for an approximate reasoning task on
BNs. Instead of focusing on saving computation, we focus
instead on reducing the burden of data processing such as
observation gatherings which arises during inference in par-
ticular domains of BN. We consider domains where a subset
of hidden variables (about which information is not avail-
able) is inferred from observable variables and the property
of observability does not change over time. Additionally,
we assume collecting an observation has a communication
cost, i.e. in a distributed environment.

Our algorithm can be directly applied to the sensor net-
work domain by modeling the reasoning of the sensor net-
work as a BN. Sensor readings are observational nodes in
BNs. Since communicating or obtaining observations con-
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sume resources, this makes reducing the number of obser-
vations important. Additionally, because of the limitation
of computation power and storage, it is reasonable to com-
pute the probabilities off-line and then save them in a com-
pact way. There is a large literature which uses Bayesian
approaches for reasoning in sensor network domains e.g.
[1, 3, 8]. We can think of two scenarios in the sensor
network system for the use of our approximation inferenc-
ing algorithm: 1) a sensor network system with distributed
reasoning and observations. Currently many systems per-
form heuristic reasoning without considering sensor nodes
located geographically distant. Instead of ignoring those
nodes, we can determine what to communicate and commu-
nicate only those observations relevant to reasoning; and,
2) a sensor network system where data can be obtained se-
quentially. Instead of performing all the measurements at
the same time, we can make observations incrementally so
as to minimize the number of observations and amount of
communication.

For a systematic and efficient search for Pseudo-
Independence and Context-Specific Independence, we use
a tree structure called CPT-tree (Conditional Probability
Table-tree) [7] which represents conditional probability ta-
bles (CPT) in a compact way with related variables on in-
ternal nodes, values of those variables on arcs and the prob-
abilities of inferred variables on leaf nodes (See Figure 2).
Using a tree structure for a representation of simplified net-
works is not uncommon. Chow-Liu tree [5] is an approx-
imate Bayesian network that is constructed by modifying
the network into a tree structure that ignores some interde-
pendencies among variables. In Friedman et al. [7], CPT-
trees are used to illustrate the local relation of parent and
child nodes depicted in conditonal probability tables given
in the network. Figure 2(a) shows the CPT-tree on Wet-
Grass as in the paper. Also, the probabilities are exact given
values on parent nodes. For instance, given the example
network (A modified WetGrass network) in Figure 1, CPT���������
	��������� ������������������ �"!#�$�&%

is given in the network,
and the CPT-tree in Figure 2(a) is constructed. In our rep-
resentation, instead of using CPTs given in the network we
construct CPT-trees on the variables we infer given the ob-
servable nodes in the network and represent it as a CPT-tree.

In the example in Figure 1 and 2(b), we try to find a
minimum set of observations to infer whether it had rained
overnight (We infer node Rain). The CPT-tree shown in
Figure 2(b) represents the minimum data requirement for an
inference on the node Rain in Figure 1 where we allow up
to a maximum 0.05 error in the probabilities. The nodes on
each path are data O required to calculate

������'���)(+*,� -.%
bounding the error to 0.05. The CPT-tree in Figure 2(b)
shows that in no situation do we need the observation on
node 6 in Figure 1. In addition, when the observation Wet-
Grass is false, we do not need to collect any more informa-
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Figure 1. A Modified WetGrass network
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Figure 2. (a) The CPT-tree on WetGrass con-
structed as in Friendman et al. [7]. (b)
The CPT-tree from the WetGrass network on���#����/�0� o % with an error bound of 0.05 where
o is the values of observations on the path
from root to leaf nodes in the tree.

tion. Having paths with various lengths from root to leaf
nodes, CPT-trees which we use in our framework straight-
forwardly represent the observation savings and the result-
ing probabilities.

Many inferencing problems in BNs can be viewed as a
search where the search space is usually too large to fully
explore. A similar problem like the Maximum A Posteri-
ori problem that finds the best possible observations given a
partial set is solved as a branch and bound search [10, 13].
In this problem, we search for the CPT-tree with the min-
imum number of leaf nodes necessary for accurate infer-
encing, which gives us the minimum data requirements. In
building a CPT-tree, we add the most informative observa-
tion first to the tree until the current observation set satisfies
one of two constraints that check the sufficiency of infor-
mation for a correct reasoning.

In this paper, we first define the notion of Pseudo-
Independence and extend Context-Specific Independence
(CSI) based on Pseudo-Independence. We then define the
problem of Minimum Data Requirement and construct the
algorithm for finding a minimal set of observations for a
given error bound. Finally in section 5, we analyze the effi-
ciency and correctness of the algorithm.

2. Pseudo-Independence

There has been long-term interest in formalizing and
finding independence relations not shown in structures of
Bayesian networks (BN) [2, 11, 14]. These works are fo-
cused on precise independence with an exact equality where12�#354768� 9:%

, independence of random variables X and Y
given information Z is defined as

1;�<354�6=� 9:%?>@���#3A� 9B%?(
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���<3A� 6C�D9B% .
When the interaction between variables is very weak, the

probability of the variables changes minimally as values of
weakly dependent variables change. By considering weak
dependence as independent, we are able to save resources
when inferencing in BN.

We introduce a new independence relation, Pseudo-
Independence, which relaxes the strict conventional inde-
pendence. Pseudo-Independence

1$E7FHG/I
as in Definition 2, 3

is an independence relation that allows some margin J over
probabilities. To our best knowledge, our work is the
first to formalize Pseudo-Independence in solving problems
in BN. Pseudo-Independence is particularly advantageous
when there is posterior information and the number of pos-
sible consequential probabilities explodes. This number re-
duces if we identify some of the observations are not rele-
vant within the error bound. For instance, a network with
10 observational nodes with 2 possible values results in K"LNM
observational cases and the same number of consequential
probabilities. If we identify that 3 of the observable nodes
are independent given the error bound, we can reduce the
number to KPO . Both reasoning on each case and recording
each result are expensive as observational cases are expo-
nential in the number of observations.

Context-Specific Independence (CSI) [2], independence
relation arising from posterior information, describes the
hidden independence relation where the values of some ob-
servable nodes are determined and results in some variables
becoming independent. However, their relationships are
contingent on parameter values and are not readily available
as the ones that are posed on the static structure of the BN.
No clear rules exists such as D-separation, which describes
independence relations based on the structure of Bayesian
network that are helpful for finding these relations. More-
over, although CSI is useful, the number of possible sets
in CSI relations is potentially exponential in the number of
variables because the sets Y and Z in

12�#35476=� 9:%
are not de-

termined beforehand. Some researchers have tried to find
CSI relationships which were strictly defined to a small set
of comparisons such as parent and child nodes [11], but this
greatly limits the possible use of CSI. As an alternative ap-
proach, we develop an efficient search for these relations
using KL-divergence, and target a specific set of indepen-
dence relations that are relatively useful for our inference
tasks. In addition to the use of this search for CSI relations,
the explosion of these relations can be reduced by Pseudo-
Independence, which allows loose connections to be viewed
as independent. This enables us to ignore small differences
in the probabilities caused by some observations and many
observation cases can be summarized by a smaller set.

Context-Specific Independence [2] is defined given con-
text, i.e., value-assigned variables. Consider a finite setQR(S3 L �UTVTVTU�W3�X of discrete random variables where each

variable 3�YBZ[Q may take on values from a finite domain.
We use capital letters, such as 3)�760�\9 for variable names
and lower case letters ] �W^;�7_ to denote specific values taken
by those variables. A set of variables is denoted by boldface
capital letters X, Y, Z. The set of all values of variable

3
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denoted val(
3

).
Definition 1 (Context-Specific Independence) : Let
X,Y,Z,C be a pairwise disjoint set of variables. X
and Y are contextually independent given Z and
the context ` Z a��!b� C % , denoted 1Uc$�#354768� 9d� ` % , if���<3A� 9d� ` ��6e%C(f���#3A� 9g� ` % whenever ����6C�D9g� ` %ihAj .
Definition 2 (Pseudo-Independence 1) : Let P be a joint
probability distribution over the variables in U, and let
X,Y,Z be subsets of Q . X and Y are pseudo-independent
given Z, denoted 1UE7FHG/ID��k)47l5� mi% if for all ] Zna��!W�<3o%\�W^pZa��!W�#6e%\�7_�Zqa��!W�/9:% , the following relationship holds:� ��� ] � _r�7^r%tsu��� ] � _�%U��v J whenever ���<^;��_�%owxj where��� ] � ^;�7_�% is defined.
Definition 3 (Pseudo-Independence 2) : Using the same
notations, X and Y are pseudo-independent given Z, de-
noted 1VE7FyG�IV�#k)47lz� mg% if for all ] Z{a��!W�<3o%\�W^|Zqa��!W�#6,%\�7_}Za��!W�/9:% , the following relationship holds:� ��� ] � _r�7^r%W~���� ] � _�%U��v J whenever ���<^;�7_�%�w�jrT

The first definition of Pseudo-Independence is intuitive.
It bounds the difference between

���#kn� m�%
and

���#ko� ln�\m�%
,

which is required to be 0 for strict independence. In the
second definition, the proportion of two probabilities should
remain within the bound, which in turn allow us to bound
KL-divergence [9] to a constant value. KL-divergence
is a metric used in information theory to determine how
similar two probability distributions are. KL-divergence���d����������%

of two probability distributions P,Q is de-
fined as � Y ���#�
%"�H�'�e� F Y I� F Y I . For any additional observation
value set

^
, KL-divergence between

����ko� �"�W��%
and

��� X � _�%
is bounded by � X

�y�'� J . Although the second definition has
the nice property of having the bound of KL-divergence, we
focus on the first definition of Pseudo-Independence in this
paper.

We can now extend Context-Specific Independence to
Context-Specific Pseudo-Independence which is used as a
termination criteria in our algorithm for finding minimum
data requirements.
Definition 4 (Context-Specific Pseudo-Independence)
: Let X,Y,Z,C be pairwise disjoint sets of variables.
X and Y are contextually pseudo-independent given Z
and the context ` Zua��!b� C % , denoted 1UE c FyG�IV�#k)47lz� md�7��% , if� ���#3A� 9g� ` �76e%�s}���<3�� 9d� ` %U��v J whenever ����6C�D9g� ` %ihAj .

3. Minimum Data Requirements

In an environment where obtaining information is costly,
it is useful to trade off the amount of information used in
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reasoning and accuracy. We define the problem of finding
minimal data requirements of a Bayesian network to decide
a compact observation set sufficient for approximate infer-
ence with a well-defined bound on error. The minimal data
requirements problem can be viewed as finding a compact
conditional probability table using additional independence
relations in the Bayesian network by making a trade-off be-
tween accuracy and compactness. Shen et al. [12], have
tried to achieve a similar reduction of data to communi-
cate within the Bayesian networks by formulating a approx-
imate decision problem using DEC-POMDP for determin-
ing which information to send; however they use the com-
plete independence assumption between multiple agents’
networks that makes the problem much simpler. Yang et
al. [15] tries to obtain a message passing/communication
policy in multiply-sectioned Bayesian networks for achiv-
ing exact inference when each agent does not reveal the lo-
cal structure. The communication policy in this framework
is not designed for communication savings and the num-
ber of messages for reaching the solution remains the same
for any observation. We search for Pseudo-Independence
among variables such that partial observation set makes in-
ference unncessary for other remaining observations. The
output of the search are the sets of observations and result-
ing probabilities that summarize possible observation cases
similar to a compact conditional probability table (see Fig-
ure 2). The input and output of the problem are summarized
as follows.

Input : Bayesian network, Hypothesis variable set (The
variables of reasoning), The error bound d.

Output : The CPT-tree with minimal observations and the
resulting probabilities.

Definition 5 (Minimum Data Requirements) MDR(BN,
b, X): Let a Bayesian network BN have nodes ��� ����h
where � is the set of observational nodes and H is a set
of hidden nodes. Let �2� Z�a��!b� ��� % where ���x���
and k Z � a set of nodes to be reasoned about.���|�}�# e¡)� J ��k8% is a set S of tuples, �¢� � �����#ko� � � %|h
where S is constructed by considering all values of ob-
servation set � factoring out observable variables whose
values affect ���#kn� � � % only within a small bound b. The
goal is to find a set �¤£ Y X with minimum number of tuples��£ Y X�(f��$¥�¦8��� § � �t� where � �t� corresponds to the number
of leaf nodes in a CPT-tree.

A naive form of solution S is the conditional probabil-
ity table where � � ( � for all tuples �¨� � �7���#kn� � � %{h
in S. A tuple �©� � �7����ko� � � %zh

describes the probabil-
ity

���#kn� � � % where observation ª has a value � � on a
subset of observation � � . For instance, suppose a net-
work with two observations « WeatherForecast, WetGrass ¬
and we have a tuple � �����
	��������(®¯��j"T°jr±�h

with a
given error bound 0.05. The tuple means the probability

���#kn� � % satisfies j"T°jr±:s J v²����ko� � %¯vRj"T°jr±g³ J for any� Z´a��!W� � % where �����
	���"����(µ , regardless of the
value of

������N¶2�$�� ª ��� ` "�$� . The change in the value of
observation WeatherForecast only leads to a difference of
probability

� ���<3A� �����
	��������(f�%?sn���#3A� �����
	���"���:(
,
������N¶��$�� ª ��� ` ��$�N%U� within the bound of 0.05.

4. Solving Data Requirement as Search

We solve the Minimum Data Requirement problem as
a search for a CPT-tree with a minimum number of leaf
nodes. We formulate a forward search with incremental
pruning that adds one observation to the tree at a time as
the size of fully expanded tree can be too large to handle
and explore. Two problems arise in building up the tree.
One is to determine which evidence to add to the tree. The
other is to determine when to stop expanding branches of
the tree. When the search terminates, the probability of X
given observations on the path from root to leaf is computed
and associated with the corresponding leaf node.

For the first problem of choosing the most informative
observation, we compute KL-divergence [9] of two proba-
bility distributions, one with the given observation set O ·
and the other with an additional observation

- X
. The KL-

divergence of two probability distributions on a variable set
X indicates information gain due to the additional observa-
tion - X .�}�d�������#ko� � �e¸ « -BX ¬ �¹� ���#kn� � � %b%
( º
»W¼�½P¾\¿DÀ F¹Á ¼ I

º
Â�½P¾\¿\À F¹ÃCI

���<Ä0� � � � ª Xr%"�H�'���
���#Ä0� � � � ª Xr%���<Ä0� ��� %

%

(1)
This corresponds to Line 21-24 of Algorithm 1. Us-
ing KL-divergence as a criteria to reduce the search
space is relatively common approach in various domains.
For example, in Figure 1, when X ( « ������ ¬ � O· (Å

, KL-divergence � �d� �#����������0� « - X ¬ �D���������� %b% (
Æ » ¼ ÆgÇ ¿ Y X&È¤É2Ê Ë0���#����/�0� «�ª X ¬ %��y�P���$�

F Ç ¿ Y XrÌ Í »W¼�Î I� F Ç ¿ Y X I %
. For

each observation ª X , we compute
� �d�

in Equation 1.- X (©�����
	���"���
is selected to be added to the tree be-

cause it has the largest � �d� value.
We solve the second problem of determining when to

stop, using two stopping criteria. The search continues to
add the most informative observation to the tree until ev-
ery observation set satisfies one of the following two stop-
ping criteria. The first stopping criterion uses Context-
Specific Pseudo-Independence and D-separation rules to
find set Y that contains all observation values already ob-
tained and satisfies Context-Specific Pseudo-Independence1VE c FHG/ID��k)4 � solÏ��l¨sol)Ð��W� ÐÑ%

. The first stopping crite-
rion uses independence relations in Bayesian networks as
follows: Let

k)� � , and
l

be sets of variables where �
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is a set which contains all observation nodes, Y a sub-
set of O, �ÒZ¨a��!W� Y %\� � Z¨a��!b� O % . If 1;�#k)4 � sÓl �l)%

, then
����k �=lp%

bounds the probabilities of set X
on all observation cases. Because of the independence12��k)4 � sSl �8lp%

,
���#k � � %�(ÕÔ��#k �|lp%

. For
each � Z�a��!b� O % , there exists a value set

^ÖZ´a��!b� Y %
that satisfies

����k�� � %=(x���#k�����%
. Therefore for all � ,¦8���¤���#k´��l×%®vØ����kÙ� � %+vØ¦q ] ����k �.lp%

. Like-
wise, for value

��Ð¤Z{a��!b� Y’ % , subset of Y,
���#kÙ��l8ÚiÛ ÈÝÜ Û�%

,
the probability where the value of subset

l×Ð
is fixed to

� Ð
bounds the probability of

���#k�� � ÚgÛ È�Ü Û#% . This criteria is
not always applicable for the following two reasons; First
there might not be a set Y that satisfies the independence
constraint 12��k)4 � solÏ��lp% . Second, we limit the size of
the set l¢snl)Ð whose values are unknown in Y to 3 (line
7) because we do not want to construct Y with too many
members which would result in a computational burden in
checking the constraints.

For situations where there does not exist Y which satis-
fies the conditions, we introduce the second criterion shown
in Line 10-20 in Algorithm 1. This criterion is heuristic,
based on the reasoning that if adding any remaining obser-
vation does not individually result in changes in the prob-
abilities, it is likely that adding all the remaining observa-
tions would not dramatically change the probabilities. This
is a heuristic criteria which does not guarantee the exact so-
lution, but it is reasonable and experimentally shown to be
an effective one. The criteria is satisfied if any single addi-
tional observation does not change the resulting probabili-
ties more than the bound divided by the number of remain-
ing evidences � . The second contraint is given in Equa-
tion 2.

Given bound J ,Þ -:X=Z O s Y and ª X=Z{a��!W��-:Xr%��
� ����k���l�� ª X %?sn����kÙ��l×%V��v J� (2)

(a) net1 (b) net2 (c) net3

(d) net4 (e) net8
Figure 3. Example 2-level networks with up-
per reasonings and lower observable nodes

Algorithm 1 Minimum Data Requirements(
 e¡)�W3)� J )

where
3

is nodes of inference in the Bayesian network
 ,¡

and J is an error bound.
1: To Construct a CPT-tree
2:
�

is the set of all observable variables
3: ß 3xà�s «'«P¬P¬ : the set of evidence to examine
4: á ��*Óà}s®â : the set of enough evidences
5: for ÞÝã Z ß 3 do
6:

¦q ]�ä �Nå�å8(uj
7: ß 3´( ß 3Ös ã
8: Exhaustively search for set Y of size

vfæ
,
1;�<3z4��os6 ¸ ã � 6 ¸ ã %

9: if ç|è�é ���<3A� 6 ¸ ã %$s J v+���<3A� ã %iv�¦q�/�¤���#3A� 6 ¸ã % ³ J then
10: include A in CPT and continue
11: else « First constraint not satisfied, check the second

constraint ¬
12: for each value of evidence

�.Zp� do
13: Compute

¦{ ]�ä �Nå�åê( ¦{ ] �7� ���#3A� ã �7��%qs���<3A� ã %U�°�7¦q ]2ä �Nå�å�%��
14: if ¦{ ]2ä �Nå�åph J ~�� �os ã � then
15: break
16: end if
17: end for
18: if ¦{ ]�ä �Nå�å)v J ~r� �×s ã � then
19: include A in CPT and continue
20: end if
21: end if
22: choose e that maximize KL-divergenceë×ìB�����<3A� ã ����%V�H� ���#3A� ã %b%
23: for each value k of

� do
24: ß 3Ù( ß 3í³ « Þ �Z ã �7��(f� ¬
25: end for
26: end for
27: return CPT

5. Experimental Results
î?ï�ð�ïÝñnò;ó¤ô&õ�ö�÷�ö�øoñnò2ô'ù�ú�ûPô�õ�ö+ü?ó ýÓþiú/òqÿ[ò2û��{õ����?ô

In this section, we experimentally evaluate our algo-
rithm. We construct example networks to measure the per-
formance in terms of amount of observation savings and
how close the approximate inference is to the actual proba-
bilities given full observations.

The algorithm was evaluated on two-level networks as
shown in Figure 3 with randomly generated parameter val-
ues. The upper-level nodes are hidden nodes and the lower-
level nodes are observable nodes. Figure 3(e) is a grid net-
work where the set of hidden nodes are placed in a grid,
a common structure from the sensor network domain. The
nodes in the second row of the grid are dependent on ob-
servations of the nodes in the first row. We evaluated the
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Figure 8. the CPT-tree constructed from the net-
work in Figure 3(c)

Table 1. Data for networks in figure 3. Results
of 24 runs with 0.05 error bound

size of network net1 net2 net3 net4 net8
maxdiff 0.012 0.046 0.047 0.059 0.0565

R 0.719 0.624 0.527 0.456 0.503
numcheck 13.250 80.667 227.000 327.417 30029.667

treesize 2.958 9.000 18.500 25.292 1013

algorithm on 24 networks with randomly generated param-
eters for each structure.

For each instance, we compute 4 measures to verify the
performance of the algorithm. R is the ratio of the number
of required evidences/observations to the number of total
evidence averaged on every observation case. In Table 1,
R=0.456 for net4, which indicates that approximately 45%
of total number of evidences/observations are required to
reach a conclusion within an error bound 0.05. maxdiff is a
measure of maximum discrepancy between exact probabil-
ities given all observations and approximated probabilities
given partial observations on a network. numcheck is the
number of probability computations during construction of
a CPT-tree. treesize is the number of leaf nodes in a CPT-
tree. As treesize gets smaller, we get smaller CPT-trees and

less data is required. R increases on net8 because the net-
work is more densely connected than net4 or net3 and it
needs more observations from neighboring nodes.

Figure 4 shows value change to error bound on net4 (Fig-
ure 3(d)). maxdiff, remains smaller than the error bound.
maxmax, maximum difference observed in our entire exper-
iments for the network also remains close to the given error
bound. R decreases as the error bound increases showing
that we need less evidence when we can tolerate more error.

The result in Figure 5 shows that the maximum error, the
maximum difference between exact and approximate prob-
abilities remains smaller or close to the error bound for most
cases.

Figure 6 and 7 show the savings of observations and
storage/computation. We compare the result with a base-
line algorithm that randomly selects a variable to add to
CPT-trees. The baseline algorithm results in a bigger CPT-
tree, more observations are needed, and more computations
are required to build a CPT-tree.

� � in Figure 6 is the ra-
tio of number of leaf nodes to the number of entries in the
full CPTs. The ratio decreases dramatically as the network
grows since the number of entries explodes exponentially in
relation to the linear increase in the number of observable
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nodes. The consequence of the ratio decrease is savings
both in the number of observations and in the storage neces-
sary to hold the CPTs. In Figure 7, the ratio

��c
is the ratio of

the number of probability computations required for a CPT-
tree to the number of computation for full CPT. The result
shows the ratio is significantly reduced, and it goes below 1
for net8 cases, suggesting that the number of computations
at least does not exceed the cost of actually computing the
full conditional probability table.
î?ï	��ï�
�Có ýÓþiú/ò õ����´ùiú#û�÷����nø�ò;ö�û��qõ�ý ý®ù�öi÷���ó��û�÷�õ�ö��,õ�ú�÷����

Figure 9. Example communication policy
constructed based on the simple scheme of
requesting required data using CPT-trees in
Figure 8
A multi-agent communication policy for each agent can

be generated with local observations and CPT-trees. One
simple scheme is to send information necessary to other
agents which is included in every path to the leaf nodes
in CPT-trees, and in the next step based on acquired infor-
mation, agents request more information if necessary. This
scheme leads to communication savings, because an agent
usually needs only a subset of information available in the
network. Sample CPT-trees in Figure 8 are constructed
from the network of size 3 as in Figure 3(c). The com-
munication policy in Figure 9 is generated from CPT-trees
in Figure 8 on above scheme. Consider the following sce-
nario with these agent observations [Agent 1, (o1,1) (o2,2)]
[Agent 2, (o3,2), (o4,2)] [Agent3, (o5,2), (o6,2)]. Agent 1
transmits its observations to agent 2, and agent 2 to agent
1 because ª&K is necessary for reasoning for agent 2 and ª��
or ª æ for agent 1. Additionally in this observation scenario,
Agent 2 requests information to Agent 3 after receiving the
information that ª&K ( K from agent 1. The communica-
tion ends in 1 and 3 steps for agent 1 and 2 respectively as
in Figure 9. Although the communication policy is only a
local solution using only locally available information and
the CPT-tree, each agent does not have to transfer all infor-
mation to achieve the required accuracy. Note that agent 1
does not need information from agent 3 in any case. We ran
the experiments on communication savings with 100 sam-
ple scenarios generated based on the probabilities on the
network for 24 networks. We assume each agent sends all
local observations at once which is 2 pieces here. On aver-
age, each agent in the network require 1.766, 2.320, 6.340
messages for the network of net3, net4, net8 respectively,
whereas without using the CPT-tree each agent sends 2,3,7
messages.

6. Conclusion

We have defined Minimum Data Requirement problem
which is concerned with minimizing the number of ob-
servations needed for approximate inference with a spec-
ified error bound in Bayesian networks (BN). We intro-
duce Pseudo-Independence relation to quantitatively de-
scribe weak dependencies among variables in a Bayesian
network and extend Context-Specific Independence (CSI)
relation to Context-Specific Pseudo-Independen ce (CSPI).
We provide an algorithm which searches the sets of required
observations and probabilities given a BN using Context-
Specific Pseudo-Independence as a termination criteria and
build a CPT-tree. The limitation of the algorithm is in
the assumption that the contribution of variables to infer-
ence is additive which is not always true. Although the al-
gorithm does not guarantee the approximated probabilities
to be within the error bound, the experimental results are
promising showing the accuracy and efficiency of the algo-
rithm. Further, even with a simple multi-agent communica-
tion policy which is based on progressively acquiring obser-
vations starting with the most informative observations first
in the CPT tree, we get between 10 to 20
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